The Cardiovascular System

(I might, from time to time add to this Blog; but, for the moment (as of the 26th of July 2020) this is what I have
written.)
There are two main conventions in Physiology.
Convention 1
Convention 2

Deoxygenated blood is shown in blue and oxygenated blood is shown in red.
The words “Left” and “Right” refer to the possessor of the organ and not to the depiction in
the diagramme. The “Right Atrium” in a diagramme will thus refer to the atrium that is
located on the left of the subject’s heart. (Interestingly, that will also be how it appears to a
surgeon who is operating on a subject e.g. what a heart surgeon sees as the “right atrium”
will in the surgeon’s vision be the patient’s left atrium.) Left and Right in a diagramme thus
always apply to the patient’s Left and Right.

The heart is a muscular pump whose function is to circulate blood (carrying nutrients) around the bodies
of animals (and also to carry waste products to the organs that deal with waste products). Different sorts of
animals have different types of heart. Human hearts have four chambers, while frogs have three chambers
instead of four, fish have two chambers. (Incidentally many simple creatures such as jellyfish and flatworms
have no hearts at all, while hagfish have four hearts and earthworms have five hearts.)
Biology LibreTexts says that
• The Five great blood vessels that enter and leave the heart are: the superior and inferior vena cava, the
pulmonary artery, the pulmonary vein, and the aorta.
• The superior vena cava and inferior vena cava are veins that return deoxygenated blood from
circulation in the body and empty it into the right atrium.
• The pulmonary artery carries deoxygenated blood from the right ventricle into the lungs for
oxygenation.
• Four main pulmonary veins carry oxygenated blood from the lungs into the left atrium where it is
returned to systemic circulation (i.e. to the body apart from the lungs).
• The aorta is the largest artery in the body. It carries oxygenated blood from the left ventricle of the
heart into systemic circulation.
• The aorta has many subdivisions that branch off into smaller arteries. These subdivisions are the
ascending and descending aorta, the aortic arch, and the thoracic (“thorax” = chest) and abdominal aorta
(cf. page 3).
The model on the right below is from https://www.freeart.com/artwork/art-print/anatomy-of-the-heart-interiorview_fa19538300.html
The three blood vessels that
branch off from the aortic arch
carry blood to the neck and head,
and to the shoulders and arms.

The pulmonary
artery is here
correctly shown in
blue, but the four
pulmonary veins
should be shown
in red because
they are carrying
oxygenated blood
back to the heart.

Right Atrium ––>

The top blood vessel of
these three is the
pulmonary artery and
the next two are the
pulmonary vein.

The Pericardium
is the outermost
of the three layers
of the heart.

Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Atrium_(heart)#/media/File:Diagram_of_the_human_heart_(cropped).svg
Anatomy of the Heart (Anterior View): The figure above illustrates the different chambers and valves of the
heart. The arrows indicate the direction of blood flow following contractions of the heart chambers.
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The red and blue colouring in this next diagramme are correct. The pulmonary artery carries deoxygenated blood.
The words “Left” and “Right” always refer to the possessor of the organ, and not to the depiction in the diagramme.

RIGHT

LEFT

The left side of the heart
pumps oxygenated blood
around the body.

The right side of the heart
receives deoxygenated
blood from the body.

Source : Wikipedia
Opentextbc says: The primary purpose of the cardiovascular system is to circulate gases, nutrients, wastes,
and other substances to and from the cells of the body. Small molecules, such as gases, lipids, and lipidsoluble molecules, can diffuse directly through the membranes of the endothelial cells1 of the capillary wall.
Glucose, amino acids, and ions (including sodium, potassium, calcium, and chloride ions) use protein
transporters to move through specific protein channels in the membrane by facilitated diffusion. Glucose, ions,
and larger molecules may also leave the blood through intercellular clefts (cf. the diagramme on page 6). I
addition, larger molecules can pass through the pores of fenestrated capillaries (again see the diagramme on
page 6), and even large plasma proteins can pass through the great gaps in the sinusoids which are larger than
capillaries and are found in some organs such as the liver, spleen and bone marrow. Some large proteins in
blood plasma can also move into and out of the endothelial cells packaged within vesicles by endocytosis and
exocytosis. Water moves across the cell membrane because of the net difference in pressure between
Hydrostatic Pressure and the Colloidal Osmotic Pressure created by the difference in concentration of Proteins
(mainly albumin) in the capillaries and in the Interstitial Fluid.

At this end the
capillary is
connected to an
“arteriole” which
is itself connected
to an artery.

A capillary
connects to a
“venule” and
then to a vein.

For an explanation of the workings of fluid into and out of a capillary please read “Osmotic Pressure” below.
You might also want to watch Dr John Campbell at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvITDsI4aqk .

1

The Endothelium is a single layer of squamous endothelial cells that line the interior surface of blood vessels,
and lymphatic vessels. Source: Wikipedia, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Endothelium .
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Arteries carry blood away from the heart, and veins carry blood to the heart
Blood vessels that carry blood away from the heart are called “ARTERIES” and blood vessels that carry blood
to the heart are called “VEINS”. In most instances, arteries carry oxygenated blood, but the blood vessel that
carries deoxygenated blood from the heart to the lungs is called the pulmonary ARTERY, and it is called an
“artery” because it carries blood away from the heart. The blood vessel that carries oxygenated blood from the
lungs back to the heart is called the pulmonary VEIN. The tiniest of the blood vessels that are in contact with
individual cells are called “capillaries”. Opentextbc has the following diagramme

“Pulmonary” relates
to the lungs.
“Brachium” refers to the
upper part of the arm from
the shoulder to the elbow.

“Thorax” relates to the chest.
“Hepatic” relates to the liver.

“Gastric” refers to
the upper abdomen.

Mesentery (link)
“Renal” relates to the kidneys.

The “Ilium” is the uppermost
section of each of the hip bones.

“Abdomen” relates to everything
from the chest to the pelvis.

Source: Opentextbc
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Adenosine Tri-Phosphate ATP is a chemical in whose bonds energy is stored during the process of Cellular
Respiration. Mitochondria react Glucose and Oxygen in the process of Cellular
Respiration. This produces ENERGY, with Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and Water (H2O)
as the accompanying by-products.

Glucose + Oxygen ––> ENERGY + Carbon Dioxide + Water
C6H12O6 + 6O2 ––> ENERGY +
6CO2
+ 6H2O
1
6
6
6
In the Sodium-Potassium-ATP pump, ATP provides the energy that drives the
pump when the outermost Phosphate Group in ATP breaks away to form ADP
(Adenosine Di-Phosphate) and a Phosphate ion (Pi). NB The breaking of a bond
releases energy (it is an Exhothermic Process). In contrast, the making of a bond
requires energy and it is an Endothermic Process.
Aorta

The big blood vessel that carries oxygenated blood away from the heart.

Arterial

This adjective is usually used to describe the end of a blood vessel that is attached
to an artery. The end of the blood vessel that is attached to a vein is labelled the
“venous” end.

Arteriole

Arterioles are smaller blood vessels than the arteries and occur between arteries and
capillaries. Arterioles are slightly larger than capillaries and are coated with a very
thin layer of muscle. In contrast, capillaries have no muscle coating and are in
almost direct contact with cells to whom they are supplying oxygen and other
nutrients. (Arterioles and venules are much longer than shown in the diagramme
below.)

Atrium (s.)
Atria (pl.)

The heart has four chambers (two atria and two ventricles). The atria are located on
top of the ventricles. The right atrium and the right ventricle deal with deoxygenated blood, while the left atrium and left ventricle deal with oxygenated
blood. (The atrium was the “entry chamber” in a Roman villa, and in some modern
office blocks, the entry hall is today grandiosely termed the “Atrium”.)

Blood Vessels

Wikipedia says that “There are five types of blood vessels:
arteries: which carry the blood away from the heart
arterioles: small-diameter blood vessels in the microcirculation that extends and
branches out from an artery and leads to capillaries
capillaries: where the exchange of water and chemicals between the blood and the
tissues occurs
venules: very small veins, especially ones collecting blood from the capillaries and
the
veins: which carry blood from the capillaries back towards the heart.
(One could also add ‘sinusoids’ to the above list, cf. ‘sinusoids’).
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Blood Pressure

or Hydrostatic Blood Pressure. Hydrostatic Blood Pressure is what is normally
being referred to when the phrase “Blood Pressure” is used. The main constituent of
the blood plasma that contains the red blood cells/the gases (such as Oxygen,
Carbon Dioxide and Nitrogen)/the nutrients required by cells such as
Glucose/hormones/ions such as Na+, K+, Ca2+, Cl–, etc/amino-acids/Vitamins/the
waste products from cells/urea/proteins/etc, is WATER, therefore blood pressure
can be more accurately described as Hydrostatic Blood Pressure. (Anything with
the prefix “Hydro-“ refers to Water and is derived from the Ancient Greek word for
Water viz. “hydor”.) NB there is another form of Blood Pressure called “Osmotic
Colloidal Blood Pressure” (cf. below).

Blood Colloidal Osmotic Pressure, BCOP (also called ONCOTIC Pressure). Blood in blood vessels
contains proteins (most notably albumin, globulin and fibrinogen). The Interstitial
Fluid (cf. Interstitial Fluid) also contains colloidal2 proteins, but in higher
concentrations than in Plasma. Proteins cannot easily cross the cells of blood
vessels, and the difference in the concentration between the proteins in the blood
vessel and in the Interstitial fluid creates an Osmotic Pressure between the plasma
inside of a capillary (a blood vessel that has the thickness of just one single
squamous cell) and the Interstitial Fluid surrounding the capillary.
Water leaves a capillary at the arterial end and enters the Interstitial Fluid (under
Hydrostatic Pressure of about 30-35 mm of Mercury), and as Water leaves the
capillary the Hydrostatic Pressure starts to decline. Towards the venous end of a
capillary, Hydrostatic Pressure will thus have dropped to about 12-15 mm of
Mercury – and when Hydrostatic Pressure drops below Osmotic Pressure (of about
25 mm of Mercury), then Water will start to re-enter the capillary. By the time that
blood exits the venous end of the capillary, the Hydrostatic Pressure will thus have
risen to about 15-18 mm of Mercury.
Somatic cells/body cells are situated in (a ‘bath’ of) Interstitial Fluid, and are thus
‘bathed’ in a constant stream of Water that carries nutrients such as Oxygen and
Glucose to the cells. Water also washes away all the material that comes out of
somatic cells (such Carbon Dioxide/Water/Nitrogen-based compounds/urea/etc).
Please study the diagramme at the bottom of page 2, and there is a rather nice video
by Dr John Campbell on all of this at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvITDsI4aqk .
Brachium (s).
(Brachia pl.)

The upper part of the arm extending from the shoulder to the elbow.

Capillary

Capillaries are the ultimate supplier of blood to cells. They are only 5-10 µm
(microns) in diameter and only one (endothelial) cell thick, therefore gases such as
Oxygen and Carbon Dioxide can diffuse easily through the walls of capillaries. The
next diagramme is a GCSE Level diagramme.

The veins will carry
products around the body
e.g. Carbon Dioxide will
be carried to the
lungs/urea will be carried
to the kidneys/etc.

At the arterial end, the
capillary carries nutrients
such as Oxygen and Glucose
to the “somatic” cells (the
body cells).
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When two immiscible liquids (two liquids that cannot mix) such as oil and water are mixed together they form a suspension
called a “colloid”. Mayonnaise is a ‘colloid’. Blood plasma is made up of many things, but water is the main constituent of
blood plasma. Proteins such as ‘albumin’ are also in both blood plasma and in the Interstitial Fluid, and are immiscible with
the water in both – they are “colloidal”. The concentration of proteins in the Interstitial Fluid is about 50% greater than it is
in the capillaries.
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Capillary blood vessels (as a network of tiny veins) service tissue cells that are
“bathed” in Interstitial Fluid (cf. Interstitial Fluid) cf. diagramme below from the NIH,
https://training.seer.cancer.gov/anatomy/cardiovascular/blood/classification.html )

Capillary “Exits”

Entities can leave a capillary via Diffusion or Osmosis through the cell wall, or via
special exit channels such as intercellular clefts and also through “fenestrations” in
the capillary walls.

Source: APSU Biology
Capillary Pressure

or Capillary Hydrostatic Pressure (CHP) is the pressure exerted by blood against
the wall of a capillary. CHP is the force that drives fluid out of capillaries and into
the interstitial fluid that surrounds cells – or, to be more accurate, it is the
difference between CHP and IHP (Interstitial Hydrostatic Pressure) that drives the
movement. (Cf. Blood Pressure.)

Capillary Hydrostatic Pressure vs. Oncotic Pressure. Santa Monica College says: “Oncotic pressure, or
colloid osmotic pressure, is a form of osmotic pressure exerted by proteins, notably
albumin, in a blood vessel’s plasma (and) tends to pull water into the circulatory
system. It is the opposing force to hydrostatic pressure. Essentially, hydrostatic
pressure pushes (water/fluids) out while osmotic pressure pulls (water/fluids) in. In
the capillaries, hydrostatic pressure increases filtration by pushing fluid and solute
OUT of the capillaries, while capillary oncotic pressure (also known as colloid
osmotic pressure) pulls fluid into the capillaries and prevents fluid from leaving.
Hydrostatic pressure is based on the pressure exerted by blood pushing against the
walls of the capillaries, while oncotic pressure exists because of the difference in
the concentration of proteins (such as albumin, globulins and fibrinogen) between
the interstitial fluid and the capillaries”.
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Source: Santa Monica College

Carbon Dioxide

is the by-product of Cellular Respiration inside a cell. Despite having a partial
separation of charge, the CO2 molecule is able to diffuse across the cell membrane
from the cell into the Interstitial Fluid and thence into a capillary and from there it
is carried by the blood stream to the lungs and from there it is exhaled into the
atmosphere. Animals thus breathe in Oxygen (O2) in the air and breathe out Carbon
Dioxide (CO2).

Cardio-

Things that concern the heart.

-cardium

The wall of the heart consists of three layers: the Endocardium (the innermost
layer), the Myocardium (the thick muscle layer of the heart), and the Pericardium
(the outermost layer of the heart).

Carotid Artery

The big artery that carries blood from the heart to the head (cf. page 3).

Cellular Respiration

is the process whereby mitochondria inside cells react Oxygen and Glucose to form
ENERGY – with Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and Water (H2O) being the by-products.
The energy is stored in the chemical bonds in ATP (Adenosine Tri-Phosphate), cf.
ATP.

Cephalic

Adjective meaning “pertaining to the head”. It comes from the Greek word for
“head”. (The first “c” in “cephalic” is pronounced like an “s” and the second “c” is
pronounced like a “k”.)

Cyanosis

A bluey-purplish discolouring of and loss of tension in the skin due to an
inadequate supply of blood and a hence lack of oxygen caused (usually) by failing
blood vessels in old age. (Cf. “ischaemia”.)

Source: Wikipedia
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Cytoplasm

Everything inside a cell other than that which pertains to the nucleus.

Cytosol

is the jelly-like substance of the cytoplasm of a cell. The organelles, proteins, etc
are lodged in the cytosol of the cytoplasm. The cytosol also contains everything
soluble that is dissolved in the Intra-Cellular Fluid (ICF) of the Cytosol.

Diastole

The point during the beating of the heart at which the chambers of the heart have
been emptied of blood and the heart relaxes. At this point the chambers start to refill
(cf. Systole).

Diffusion

is the process whereby entities move from an area of high concentration to an area
of low concentration without the need for any external energy. For example,
Oxygen is used up continuously by the Mitochondria inside a cell during the
process of Cellular Respiration. Cells therefore require a constant supply of
Oxygen, and Oxygen will diffuse down a concentration from the Interstitial Fluid
into the Cytoplasm of the cell (see also ‘Facilitated Diffusion’).

Embolus

An embolus is a fragment (usually of clotted blood cells) which can cause an
Infarction, cf. “Infarction”.

Endocardium

Innermost layer of tissue of the heart.

Erythrocytes

Red blood cells.

Extracellular Fluid

is the name given to all the fluids (including the blood in capillaries and sinusoids)
outside of cells. In contrast, Interstitial Fluid does not encompass the blood in
capillaries and sinusoids. Extracellular fluid can be divided into three compartments
- Interstitial fluid
- blood plasma in blood vessels, and lymph in lymphatic vessels, and lastly
- transcellular fluid such as that found in the eyes and the spine.

Facilitated Diffusion

Small non-polarised molecules (such as Oxygen, O2, and Carbon Dioxide, CO2),
and small fat soluble species such as Vitamins A/D/E/and K, can easily diffuse
through a cell membrane without the need for any special channels, but charged
species (ions)/ and physically large species such as Glucose cannot do so. They
therefore need an ‘assisted passage’ across a cell membrane, and “facilitated
diffusion” down a concentration gradient and without any input of energy is then
effected (i) via gated or non-gated channel proteins or (ii) via carrier proteins.
Opentextbc says that “Facilitated diffusion of substances crossing the cell (plasma)
membrane takes place with the help of channel proteins and carrier proteins.
Channel proteins are less selective than carrier proteins, and usually mildly
discriminate between their cargo based on size and charge. Carrier proteins are
more selective, often allowing only one particular type of molecule to cross through
a protein channel”.

Filtration

The fluid that moves from an area of high pressure in a capillary to an area of low
pressure in the interstitial fluid that surrounds cells does so as a result of
“filtration”.

Glucose

is used up in the process of Cellular Respiration by Mitochondria inside cells.
Cellular Respiration is the process whereby Mitochondria inside cells react Oxygen
and Glucose to form ENERGY – with Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and Water (H2O)
being the by-products. The energy is stored in the chemical bonds in ATP
(Adenosine Tri-Phosphate). Glucose molecules cannot diffuse easily across cell
membranes form the Interstitial fluid into a cell. They need to be transported across
a cell membrane by a special protein ‘glucose transporter’ channel in a process
called ‘facilitated diffusion’.

Hepa-

Things concerning the liver.
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Infarction

Something (a blockage) that causes the obstruction/interruption of the blood supply
to a tissue or to an organ. For instance this could be a blood clot that obstructs a
blood vessel in the brain, and this would be the cause of a “stroke”. Equally, it
could be a piece of plaque that obstructs the supply of blood to the heart, and that
would be called a myocardial infarction (cf. thrombus and embolus).

Interstitial Fluid (IF)

Cells live in a fluid environment called Interstitial fluid. This is the fluid outside of
cells (but IF does include any fluid inside a blood vessel or a sinusoid). The cells of
the body (the “somatic” cells) reside in and are thus constantly “bathed” by the
Interstitial Fluid. The Water that exits the capillaries at the arterial end and re-enters
the capillaries at the venous end, “bathes” both the somatic (body) cells and also the
Interstitial Fluid and cleanses both of them continuously. The IF constantly bathes
cells and washes away impurities into the capillaries (cf. diagramme on page 5).

Interstitial Fluid Pressure = Interstitial Fluid Hydrostatic Pressure.
Intracellular Fluid (ICF) is the fluid inside cells.
Ischaemia

An inadequate blood supply to a part of the body. This could result in damage to
cells/tissues/organs because of an inadequate supply of Oxygen and other needed
nutrients, and it could be the consequence of an infarction. Ischaemia is often the
result of poor local blood supply.

Source: Wikipedia
Jugular Vein

The big vein that carries blood back from the head to the heart. The Jugular will
join the Superior Vena Cava (because it is the Superior Vena Cava that drains the
blood from the upper torso back to the heart). “Superior” in Latin means “that
which is above”, therefore it is the Superior Vena Cava that drains the blood from
the upper part of the body (i.e. the head/neck/and arms).

Leukocytes

White blood cells.

“Lung Pump”

The right side of the heart is called the “Lung Pump” because it pumps blood to the
lungs.

Mesenteric Artery

The blood vessel that carries oxygenated blood from the heart to the whole of the
gastro-intestinal tract (starting with the mouth and oesophagus, and then going right
through from the stomach/to the intestines/to the bowel/to the rectum/to the anus.
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Source: Bowel Cancer UK
Myocardium
(adj. myocardial)

Wikipedia says that “Cardiac muscle (also called heart muscle or myocardium)
is one of three types of vertebrate muscles, with the other two being skeletal and
smooth muscles.
Cardiac (heart) muscle cells are branched, and
they join together to make a net. Cardiac muscle
cells contract rhythmically, even outside the
body. They never get tired.

Skeletal muscle is joined to
bones. Its cells contract to make
bones move and joints bend.

Smooth muscle cells make up thin sheets of
muscle, such as the stomach lining. They can
also be arranged in bundles, or rings such as
that in the anus.

Source: BBC AQA GCSE Bitesize Biology
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The Myocardium is an involuntary, striated muscle that constitutes the main tissue
of the walls of the heart. The myocardium forms a thick middle layer between the
outer layer of the heart wall (the epicardium) and the inner layer (the endocardium),
with blood supplied via the coronary circulation.
Cardiac muscle contracts in a similar manner to skeletal muscle, although with
some important differences. Electrical stimulation in the form of an action potential
triggers the release of calcium from the cell's internal calcium store, the
sarcoplasmic reticulum. The rise in calcium causes the cell’s myofilaments to slide
past each other in a process called excitation contraction coupling.
Osmotic Pressure

Nature abhors differences in concentration, and always seeks to even out unequal
concentrations by moving entities from areas of high concentration to areas of low
concentration. The resulting process is called “Diffusion”. However, if the
difference in concentration exists across a partially-permeable membrane (one that
allows ‘solutions’ but not ‘solutes’ to move through the membrane), then the
difference in concentration can be evened-out only by the movement of the solution
and not the solute (cf. my Blog on Diffusion and Osmosis).
Movement of Water FROM a capillary to the Interstitial Fluid: The Blood
Colloidal OSMOTIC Pressure that is exerted inside a capillary about 25 mm of
Mercury (Hg), while the Blood HYDROSTATIC Pressure at the arterial end (coming
from an artery) of a capillary blood vessel is about 30-35 mm of Mercury. The
excess of Hydrostatic Pressure over Osmotic Pressure at the arterial end of the
capillary causes Water to move from the capillary into the Interstitial Fluid.
Movement of Water INTO the capillary from the Interstitial Fluid: As a result
of the movement of Water from the capillary to the Interstitial Fluid, the
Hydrostatic Blood Pressure in the capillary keeps diminishing as the blood moves
from the arterial end of the capillary to the venous end of the capillary and, while
the Hydrostatic Pressure exceeds the Osmotic Pressure, Water will continue to
move from the capillary to the Interstitial Fluid. The Hydrostatic Blood Pressure at
the arterial end of a capillary is about 30-35 mm of Mercury but drops to about
10-20 mm of Mercury by the time it gets to the venous end. Therefore, once the
Osmotic Pressure exceeds the Hydrostatic pressure, then Water will start to flow
back into the capillary from the Interstitial fluid (whereupon Hydrostatic Pressure
will start to rise).
Somatic cells/body cells reside in (a ‘bath’ of) Interstitial Fluid, and thus are
‘bathed’ in a constant stream of Water that carries nutrients such as Oxygen and
Glucose to the cells, and it also washes away all the material that comes out of such
cells (such Carbon Dioxide/Water/Nitrogen-based compounds/urea/etc). Please
study the diagramme at the bottom of page 2, and there is a rather nice video by Dr
John Campbell on all of this at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dvITDsI4aqk .

Oxygen

is used up in the process of Cellular Respiration by Mitochondria inside cells.
Cellular Respiration is the process whereby Mitochondria inside cells react Oxygen
and Glucose together to form ENERGY – with Carbon Dioxide (CO2) and Water
(H2O) being the by-products. The energy is stored in the chemical bonds in ATP
(Adenosine Tri-Phosphate). Oxygen molecules diffuse easily across cell membranes
form the Interstitial fluid into a cell.

(To) Perfuse

To perfuse something is to flood it / to impregnate it / to supply it with something.
In cardiovascular terminology it is used to describe the provision of blood and all
the accompanying nutrients in the blood supply to all the different cells/tissues/
organs/and systems in the body. When the blood supply is interrupted, for whatever
reason, then the cells/tissues/organs/systems will suffer, and unless the blood supply
is restored and perfusion is resumed, then death will occur. (See Infarction and
Ischemia.)
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Perfusion

is the noun that derives from the verb “to perfuse”.

Plasma Membrane

is another term for the ‘cell membrane’ of blood vessels.

Pulmonary

“Pulmonary” = anything to do with the lungs. The Pulmonary circulation or
Pulmonary Pathway deals with the movement of blood from the heart to and from
the lungs.

Reabsorption

When Water re-enters capillaries at the venous end of a capillary, then this is called
“Reabsorption” (cf. Osmotic Pressure).

Sinusoids

are larger than capillaries and are found in some organs such as the liver, spleen and
bone marrow.

Somatic Circulation

The Greek word for the “body” is “soma”, therefore the somatic circulation is the
circulatory system of blood for the body. This is in contrast to the Pulmonary
circulation that deals with the movement of blood from the heart to and from the
lungs.

Systemic Pathway

The Systemic circulation or Systemic Pathway deals with the movement of blood
from the heart to and from the body except for the lungs (the latter being called the
Pulmonary Pathway). The diagramme below is from Opentextbc .

This little network

merely indicates any complex
system (e.g. the arms/neck/and
head) through which blood is
passing.

Systole

Opentxtbc says “In each cardiac cycle, a sequence of contractions pushes out the
blood, pumping it through the body; this is followed by a relaxation phase, where
the heart fills with blood. These two phases are called the systole (contraction) and
diastole (relaxation), respectively.”.
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Thrombus

A thrombus is a blood-clot that interrupts the supply of blood in a blood vessel. In
contrast, an embolus is anything that interrupts the supply of blood in a blood
vessel, and a thrombo-embolus is a little piece of a blood clot that breaks away and
interrupts the supply of blood in a different place.

Thrombocytes

Platelets.

Venae Cavae (pl.)
Vena cava (s.)

The two large veins that carry deoxygenated blood to the right atrium
(atrium, singular / atria, plural) of the heart. The Superior Vena Cava drains
deoxygenated blood from the chest upwards into the right atrium, while the Inferior
Vena Cava drains deoxygenated blood from the lower part of the body into the right
atrium.

Venules

As de-oxygenated blood starts to return to the heart from capillaries that have
serviced cells, they move from minutely thin capillaries into venules and then into
veins.

Water

is the by-product of Cellular Respiration inside a cell. Despite having a partial
separation of charge and despite the inner space of the cell membrane being
hydrophilic, the H2O molecule is able to diffuse across the cell membrane and into
the Interstitial Fluid and thence into a capillary and from there it is carried by the
blood stream to the lungs and thence exhaled into the atmosphere.
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